To investigate roles of the discriminator and open complex (OC) lifetime in transcription initiation by Escherichia coli RNA polymerase (RNAP; α 2 ββ'ωσ 70 ), we compare productive and abortive initiation rates, short RNA distributions, and OC lifetime for the λP R and T7A1 promoters and variants with exchanged discriminators, all with the same transcribed region. The discriminator determines the OC lifetime of these promoters. Permanganate reactivity of thymines reveals that strand backbones in open regions of longlived λP R -discriminator OCs are much more tightly held than for shorter-lived T7A1-discriminator OCs. Initiation from these OCs exhibits two kinetic phases and at least two subpopulations of ternary complexes. Long RNA synthesis (constrained to be single round) occurs only in the initial phase (<10 s), at similar rates for all promoters. Less than half of OCs synthesize a full-length RNA; the majority stall after synthesizing a short RNA. Most abortive cycling occurs in the slower phase (>10 s), when stalled complexes release their short RNA and make another without escaping. In both kinetic phases, significant amounts of 8-nt and 10-nt transcripts are produced by longer-lived, λP R -discriminator OCs, whereas no RNA longer than 7 nt is produced by shorter-lived T7A1-discriminator OCs. These observations and the lack of abortive RNA in initiation from short-lived ribosomal promoter OCs are well described by a quantitative model in which ∼1.0 kcal/mol of scrunching free energy is generated per translocation step of RNA synthesis to overcome OC stability and drive escape. The different length-distributions of abortive RNAs released from OCs with different lifetimes likely play regulatory roles.
To investigate roles of the discriminator and open complex (OC) lifetime in transcription initiation by Escherichia coli RNA polymerase (RNAP; α 2 ββ'ωσ 70 ), we compare productive and abortive initiation rates, short RNA distributions, and OC lifetime for the λP R and T7A1 promoters and variants with exchanged discriminators, all with the same transcribed region. The discriminator determines the OC lifetime of these promoters. Permanganate reactivity of thymines reveals that strand backbones in open regions of longlived λP R -discriminator OCs are much more tightly held than for shorter-lived T7A1-discriminator OCs. Initiation from these OCs exhibits two kinetic phases and at least two subpopulations of ternary complexes. Long RNA synthesis (constrained to be single round) occurs only in the initial phase (<10 s), at similar rates for all promoters. Less than half of OCs synthesize a full-length RNA; the majority stall after synthesizing a short RNA. Most abortive cycling occurs in the slower phase (>10 s), when stalled complexes release their short RNA and make another without escaping. In both kinetic phases, significant amounts of 8-nt and 10-nt transcripts are produced by longer-lived, λP R -discriminator OCs, whereas no RNA longer than 7 nt is produced by shorter-lived T7A1-discriminator OCs. These observations and the lack of abortive RNA in initiation from short-lived ribosomal promoter OCs are well described by a quantitative model in which ∼1.0 kcal/mol of scrunching free energy is generated per translocation step of RNA synthesis to overcome OC stability and drive escape. The different length-distributions of abortive RNAs released from OCs with different lifetimes likely play regulatory roles.
RNA polymerase | open complex lifetime | transcription initiation | abortive RNA | hybrid length M any facets of transcription initiation by E. coli RNA polymerase (RNAP; α 2 ββ′ωσ 70 ) have been elucidated, but significant questions remain about the mechanism or mechanisms by which initial transcribing complexes (ITC) with a short RNA-DNA hybrid decide to advance and escape from the promoter to enter elongation mode, or, alternately, to stall, release their short RNA, and reinitiate (abortive cycling). For RNAP to escape, its sequencespecific interactions with promoter DNA in the binary open complex (OC) must be overcome.
The open regions of promoter DNA in the binary OC are the −10 region (six residues, with specific interactions between σ 2.2 and the nontemplate strand), the discriminator region (typically six to eight residues with no consensus sequence, the upstream end of which interacts with σ 1.2 ), and the transcription start site (TSS, +1) and adjacent residue (+2), which are in the active site of RNAP ( Table 1 ). The interactions involving and directed by the six-residue λP R discriminator make its OC longlived and highly stable (1) . A six-residue discriminator allows the OC to form without deforming (prescrunching) either open discriminator strand (2) . Less extensive interactions involving and directed by the seven-residue T7A1 discriminator, together with the need to prescrunch one base of each strand, make its OC shorter lived and only moderately stable (1) . The eight-residue discriminator of the ribosomal promoter rrnB P1 requires prescrunching of two residues to make an OC with the observed TSS (2); this OC is very unstable and short-lived. The instability of the rrnB P1 OC is the basis of the regulation of initiation at this promoter by concentrations of initiating nucleotides, the feedback ligand guanosine tetraphosphate (ppGpp), and protein factors such as DksA (3) . A single base change (C-7G) improves the interaction of the rrnB P1 discriminator with σ 1.2 , shifts the TSS, greatly increases OC lifetime and stability, and eliminates regulation by these ligands (3, 4) . The network of interactions directed by discriminator DNA, which determines OC lifetime, has been characterized (1) . OC lifetimes vary greatly, but the impact of lifetime on initiation from stable OC was unknown.
What drives promoter escape? Escape involves disrupting all the favorable interactions involved in forming and stabilizing the binary OC as well as σ-core interactions. Escape from these interactions is fundamentally driven by the favorable chemical (free) energy change of RNA synthesis, but this energy must be stored in the ITC in each step before escape. Proposed means of energy storage as the length of the RNA-DNA hybrid increases include the stresses introduced by scrunching distortions of the discriminator regions of the open strands in the cleft (2, 5, 6) and by unfavorable interactions of the RNA-DNA hybrid with the hairpin loop of σ 3.2 (7) (8) (9) (10) . Scrunching of the discriminator region of the template strand is proposed to be most significant for
Significance
The enzyme RNA polymerase (RNAP) transcribes DNA genetic information into RNA. Regulation of transcription occurs largely in initiation; these regulatory mechanisms must be understood. Lifetimes of transcription-capable RNAP-promoter open complexes (OCs) vary greatly, dictated largely by the DNA discriminator region, but the significance of OC lifetime for regulation was unknown. We observe that a significantly longer RNA:DNA hybrid is synthesized before RNAP escapes from long-lived λP R -promoter OCs as compared with shorter-lived T7A1 promoter OCs. We quantify the free energy needed to overcome OC stability and allow escape from the promoter and elongation of the nascent RNA, and thereby predict escape points for ribosomal (rrnB P1) and lacUV5 promoters. Longer-lived OCs produce longer abortive RNAs, which likely have specific regulatory roles. stress buildup in the initial transcribing complex (11) . Here, we test the hypothesis that this accumulated stress drives promoter escape at the point where it overcomes the RNAP-promoter interactions responsible for stability and lifetime of the binary OC.
Amounts and/or rates of productive and abortive initiation have been studied using a variety of different assays and wellcharacterized promoters and variants including λP R , λP R ′, and λP L and lacUV5, T7A1, T5N25, and rrnB P1 (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) . In multiple-round assays, amounts of short and long RNAs are determined at a fixed time or as a function of time under conditions in which, after dissociation from the template, RNAP can rebind at the promoter and reinitiate RNA synthesis (19) (20) (21) . In other cases, including the present study, the time courses of synthesis of both short and long RNA have been determined under conditions in which long RNA synthesis is constrained to be single round (16, (22) (23) (24) (25) .
Many previous studies of initiation by Escherichia coli RNAP have been discussed using unbranched mechanism 1 ( Fig. 1) (15, 26, 27) , in which all binary OCs carry out both abortive and productive initiation. Short RNA-DNA hybrids (RNA lengths <6-mer) in ITCs are proposed to be unstable (12, 15) . In this mechanism, dissociation of short RNAs from these hybrids is proposed to be rapid, followed by reinitiation, which can lead to promoter escape and long RNA synthesis or to abortive cycling. Multiple cycles of abortive synthesis have been proposed to occur in the process of breaking contacts between RNAP and DNA.
An alternative, branched mechanism of initiation (mechanism 2 of Fig. 1 ) was proposed based on kinetic studies at the T7A1 and λP R promoters under conditions in which long RNA synthesis is single round (25) . Only a minority (∼20%) of OCs were found to be capable of promoter escape and productive initiation (10, 16, 25, 28) . This subpopulation of complexes escapes and synthesizes a long RNA without any short (abortive) RNA release. Indeed, in initiation from poly dAT, the rate of synthesis and release of 3-mer RNA (the shortest, presumably least stably held RNA) is much slower than the rate of synthesis of fulllength RNA (23) . Other OCs (termed "moribund OCs") synthesize, slowly release, and resynthesize short RNA in an abortive cycle without escaping to make a long RNA (24, 25) . In mechanism 2, abortive cycling is not on the pathway to productive initiation. Studies that have been interpreted using mechanism 1 do not exclude mechanism 2.
To address the above energetic and mechanistic questions regarding initiation, we compare initiation rates, RNA transcript distributions, and properties of binary OCs (lifetime, thymine reactivity) for a set of four promoters with different combinations of T7A1 and λP R upstream recognition sequences and discriminator sequences and lengths (the 7-bp T7A1 discriminator and the 6-bp λP R discriminator), all with the same TSS and with λP R -based initial transcribed regions (ITRs) ( Table 1) . We also characterize two phases of initiation (initial and slow phases) and two subsets of initiating complexes (productive and nonproductive) at these widely studied promoters and their discriminator variants. We obtain substantial kinetic-mechanistic evidence for initiation mechanism 2 and for the role of the discriminator sequence in determining the RNA-DNA hybrid length at which promoter escape occurs. A free-energy analysis of promoter escape is applied to quantify Promoter variant sequences are listed for the nontemplate strand. The sequence of the −10 region to approximately −60 is that of the promoter designated. The ITR used in transcription experiments (transcription ITR) is patterned after the λP R ITR with modified bases (underlined) that result in a stop at position +16 when CTP is withheld. Fig. 1 . Proposed mechanisms of transcription initiation. In unbranched mechanism 1, abortive synthesis is proposed to occur on the pathway to promoter escape. Branched mechanism 2 proposes two classes of initiating complexes: productive complexes (subscripted P) that escape from the promoter without releasing any short RNA, and nonproductive (abortive) complexes (subscripted NP) that cannot escape and only synthesize and release short RNA. CC, closed complex; EC, escaped (elongation) complex; ITC, initial transcribing complex; OC, open complex; R, RNAP.
the opposing roles of binary OC stability and stress build-up from scrunching. We conclude that these two factors determine the RNA-DNA hybrid length for promoter escape and the length distribution of the short RNAs produced in abortive initiation.
Results
WT and Hybrid Promoters Investigated. λP R , T7A1, and rrnB P1 promoters were synthesized with the WT promoter sequence from −60 to +1, including the UP element and the −35, spacer, −10, and discriminator regions (SI Appendix, Table S1 ). For this study of the effects of the discriminator region on properties of the OC including lifetime, MnO 4 − reactivity, and transcription initiation and hybrid promoters were created by the interchange of discriminator regions as described in Materials and Methods. All WT and hybrid promoters are designated as promoter (discriminator); for example, λP R (T7A1) is the λP R promoter variant with the T7A1 discriminator replacing the λP R discriminator. Sequences of the open regions (−10 element, discriminator, start site region) and ITR of the promoter fragments used in this research are given in Table 1 . All promoters have the same start site (+1), base (template strand T), and the same ITR patterned after λP R, with the indicated sequence changes to stop transcription after synthesis of a 16-mer RNA when only ATP, GTP, and UTP are provided. In the absence of CTP, a unique TSS is ensured even for OCs of promoters with prescrunched discriminators, because CTP would be required to initiate transcription upstream of +1.
Lifetimes of Stable OCs with λP R and T7A1 Discriminators. The kinetics of irreversible dissociation of 32 P-labeled OCs of λP R , T7A1, and rrnB P1 (ribosomal) promoters with λP R or T7A1 discriminators, determined by the filter-binding assay after the addition of unlabeled λP R + UP promoter DNA as competitor, are shown in Fig. 2A in which the fraction of OCs remaining (θ) is plotted vs. log t (time). Because the range of dissociation rates is so wide, the log time scale is needed to compare the different promoters. The kinetics of dissociation are first-order. Analysis yields dissociation rate constants (k d ) for the overall process of reversibly converting the stable OC to the initial OC and subsequent DNA closing. DNA closing is irreversible because closed complexes dissociate rapidly and free RNAP is trapped by the unlabeled competitor.
The lifetimes (τ) of stable OCs (τ = 1/k d ) at these promoters, shown in the bar graph of Fig. 2B (see also SI Appendix, Table  S4 ), span a range of 120-fold [from 12.6 h for λP R (λP R ) to 6.2 min for T7A1(T7A1)]. Fig. 2B shows that the rank order of lifetimes is λP R (λP R ) > T7A1(λP R ) >> rrnB P1 (λP R ) > λP R (T7A1) > rrnB P1(T7A1) > T7A1(T7A1). T7A1 and λP R promoters with the λP R discriminator are much longer lived than their counterparts with the T7A1 discriminator, and all three promoters with the λP R discriminator are longer lived than even the longest lived variant with the T7A1 discriminator.
Comparison of lifetimes of λP R (λP R ) and T7A1(T7A1) with λP R (T7A1) and T7A1(λP R ) reveals that the discriminator is the major determinant of the lifetime differences among these four promoters. Looked at another way, the effects of changing the upstream promoter sequence in the context of any of these discriminators are much smaller than the effects of changing the discriminator in the context of any of these upstream promoter sequences. The lifetime of λP R (λP R ) is 120-fold greater than that of T7A1(T7A1). Conversion of T7A1(T7A1) to T7A1(λP R ) increases OC lifetime ∼80-fold, to within a factor of two of that of λP R (λP R ). Conversion of λP R (λP R ) to the λP R (T7A1) hybrid reduces OC lifetime by ∼30-fold, only approximately fourfold above that of T7A1(T7A1).
The lifetime of the rrnB P1(rrnB P1) OC under these conditions could not be determined because it is too unstable to populate, but it has been estimated to be no more than ∼1 s (1). This characteristic short lifetime, previously shown to result from its discriminator (3), is transferrable. We find that the λP R (rrnB P1) promoter also does not form a stable OC. On the other hand, replacement of the rrnB P1(rrnB P1) discriminator by either the T7A1 or λP R discriminator increases OC stability greatly. Conversion to rrnB P1(T7A1) increases lifetime to ∼770 s (an ∼770-fold increase), which exceeds the lifetime of T7A1(T7A1). The fold increase in OC lifetime from converting rrnB P1(rrnB P1) to rrnB P1(λP R ) is similar to that observed for converting T7A1(T7A1) to T7A1(λP R ), although the lifetime of rrnB P1(λP R ) is only a small fraction (6%) of that of λP R (λP R ). − dose and conditions. Relative MnO 4 − reactivities of T bases in −10 and discriminator regions and at the +1 start site are quantified by phosphorimager analysis as described in Materials and Methods, using a common block of downstream background bands in the ITR (+5 to +24; outlined in red in SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ) as normalization. Differences in the − 10 region and discriminator sequence result in a range of three to six template-strand T residues. MnO 4 − reactivities of nontemplate-strand thymines of λP R and T7A1 promoters and discriminator variants are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S3 .
Together, these studies reveal that the open region extends from −11 to +2 for promoters with the λP R discriminator and from −12 to +2 for promoters with the T7A1 discriminator. All template-strand T bases in these open regions are MnO 4 − reactive, but nontemplate-strand T bases at −7 and −10 of λP R (λP R ) and T7A1(λP R ) and nontemplate-strand T bases at −8T and −11T of T7A1(T7A1) and λP R (T7A1), are unreactive. The lack of permanganate reactivity for −7T(λP R )/−8T(T7A1) is expected; this highly conserved T is bound in a pocket of σ 2.2 (11, 37, 38) . Although no similar binding pocket is evident for −10T(λP R )/ −11T(T7A1), this base is as fully protected from attack by permanganate as −7T(λP R )/−8T(T7A1).
All T bases in the open region of the template strand are permanganate-reactive, but reactivity varies widely. Relative reactivities of all template strand Ts are compared in the bar graph of SI Appendix, Fig. S4 . All reactivities are expressed relative to that of the start site +1 T of rrnB P1(T7A1), which reproducibly is the least reactive T. From SI Appendix, Figs. S3 and S4, two general trends are observed. (i) T bases in the −10 region of each promoter are more reactive than those in the discriminator region and the start site +1 T. Differences in reactivity between the −10 region and downstream regions are most pronounced for T7A1(λP R ) and λP R (λP R ).
(ii) At all positions, the T bases of T7A1(λP R ) and λP R (λP R ) promoters are much (three-to 10-fold) more reactive and hence more solvent-accessible than their counterparts in OCs formed with the other four promoters.
T7A1(λP R ) and λP R (λP R ) promoter OCs are much longer lived than those at the other four promoters ( Fig. 2B ; also see SI Appendix, Table S4 ). − than T bases in unstable OCs because tight binding of the strand backbone results in increased unstacking of T bases (1, 35) .
Initiation from OCs with λP R and T7A1 Discriminators. Transcription assays in which long RNA synthesis is single-round were performed with λP R (λP R ), T7A1(T7A1), λP R (T7A1), and T7A1 (λP R ) promoters at 37°C to examine the roles of these discriminator regions in determining (i) the fraction of RNAPpromoter OCs capable of promoter escape, (ii) the time courses of synthesis of short RNA products and of promoter escape, and (iii) the population distributions of short vs. long RNAs at different times. Representative phosphorimager scans of transcription gels as a function of time after the addition of NTP to preformed OCs with these four promoters are shown in Fig. 3 . Total amounts of short (3-10 nt) and long (>10 nt) RNA synthesized per OC as a function of time are plotted in Fig. 4A . From this plot, two kinetic phases of RNA synthesis are observed. An initial (burst) phase of rapid RNA synthesis, complete by 10 s after NTP addition, is followed by a much slower, linear (steady-state) phase extending at least to 480 s. From the initial phase (t = 0 intercept) values for long and short RNA synthesis at each promoter, we observe that approximately one RNA is rapidly synthesized per OC in this initial phase [0.7 ± 0.2 (λP R (T7A1), 0.8 ± 0.2 (λP R (λP R ), 0.9 ± 0.2 T7A1(T7A1), and 1.3 ± 0.4 (T7A1(λP R )]. Individual amounts of each RNA length synthesized in this initial (fast) phase are shown on the bar graphs in Fig. 4B .
Long RNA Synthesis in the Initial Kinetic Phase of Initiation. Strikingly, Fig. 4A reveals that all promoter escape and long RNA synthesis occurs rapidly in the initial kinetic phase. Long RNA is synthesized by ∼40-45% of the OCs at the two promoters with the λP R discriminator and by 30-35% of the OCs at the two promoters with the T7A1 discriminator. The rest of the OC population stalls after rapid synthesis of a short RNA.
The Major Short RNA That Accumulates Initially Is the 3-mer.
Amounts of short RNAs that are rapidly synthesized and accumulate in the initial phase of initiation from these four promoters, obtained from extrapolation of linear plots analogous to Fig. 4A (SI  Appendix, Fig. S6 ) to t = 0, are compared in the bar graphs of Fig.  4B . For all four promoters, the major short RNA that accumulates initially is the 3-mer. The fraction of OCs that stall after synthesis of a 3-mer in the initial phase is similar to the fraction of OCs that successfully synthesize a full-length RNA. Initial levels of accumulation of most other short RNAs are small by comparison. Because the amount of long RNA does not increase after the initial phase (Fig. 4A) , it is unlikely that many, if any, of the short RNAs that accumulate initially are intermediates in full-length RNA synthesis.
Discriminator Effects on the Initial Pattern of Short RNA Accumulation. Fig. 4B reveals a major and very significant discriminator-specific difference in the initial distributions of short RNA. Significant levels of 8-mer and 10-mer RNAs accumulate in initiation from the more stable OCs at promoters with the λP R discriminator, whereas no short RNA longer than a 7-mer accumulates in initiation from the two less stable OCs at promoters with the T7A1 discriminator.
Abortive RNA Synthesis in the Slow Kinetic Phase of Initiation. Fig.  4A reveals that no net synthesis of long RNA occurs in the slower kinetic phase of initiation (t >10 s) for any of the four promoters investigated. Some conversion of 16-mer to 31-mer (the next C-stop) is observed in this phase ( Fig. 3 and SI Appendix, Fig.  S5 ), at a rate consistent with misincorporation of NTP when a subset of NTPs are present (39) .
Short RNA synthesis in the second kinetic phase of initiation is reiterative (abortive) and is much slower than in the initial phase. The bar graphs in Fig. 5 compare RNA synthesis rates in this phase for the subclass of OCs that are engaged in abortive synthesis at the four promoters. Individual abortive synthesis rates range from 0.1-2.8 RNAs per abortively synthesizing OC per 1,000 s. Overall abortive rates range from six to seven RNAs per abortively synthesizing OC per 1,000 s for λP R (λP R ) and T7A1(T7A1) to four and 2.5 RNA per abortively synthesizing OC per 1,000 s for λP R (T7A1) and T7A1(λP R ), respectively. In all cases, the rates are much slower than the rates of synthesis of the first short RNA at these complexes in the initial phase (one RNA synthesized per OC in less than 10 s). This profound difference in the kinetics of short RNA synthesis in the two phases indicates that the release of short RNA from the hybrid determines the rate of subsequent rounds of abortive RNA synthesis.
Discriminator Effects on the Slow-Phase Pattern of Abortive RNAs. A comparison of the panels of Fig. 5 reveals the same discriminatorspecific difference in the distributions of short RNAs that accumulate in the slow phase of initiation as observed in the initial phase. Significant amounts of 8-mer and 10-mer RNAs accumulate in both the initial and slow kinetic phases of initiation at the two promoters with the λP R discriminator, whereas no RNA longer than a 7-mer accumulates in initiation at the two promoters with the T7A1 discriminator.
For the shorter (3-mer to 7-mer) abortive RNAs synthesized at all four promoters, the rates of synthesis show qualitatively similar variations with RNA length. From 3-mer to 5-mer, the abortive synthesis rate decreases strongly, as might be expected from the increasing stability of the hybrid as its length increases (15) . But, the abortive rate then increases for the 6-mer. For all but T7A1(λP R ), the abortive rate for the 7-mer exceeds that of the 6-mer, and for λP R (λP R ) the abortive rate for the 7-mer is comparable to that of the 3-mer. promoter OCs, the fraction of 3-mers is reduced significantly, and fractions of most larger RNAs increase in the slow phase. Figs. 4B and 5 show that the details of these patterns are quite promoterspecific, as are the details of the shifts in pattern from the initial phase to the slow phase. It is noteworthy that this shift in the population distribution to longer RNAs in the slow phase is not accompanied by any promoter escape and long RNA synthesis.
Discussion
Discriminator Effects on OC Lifetime and Conformation. Discriminator sequence and length dictate a series of in-cleft and downstream conformational changes and interactions that convert the initial open intermediate to a stable OC (1, 40) . Rates of closing the initial unstable OC are found to be similar for the different promoters and RNAP variants studied to date (1), and therefore the extent of stabilization of the initial open intermediate largely determines OC lifetime. These lifetimes span at least five orders of magnitude.
Because the WT rrnB P1(rrnB P1) promoter forms a stable OC only on negatively supercoiled DNA or with high concentrations of the two initiating NTPs present (41-43), its lifetime on linear DNA is not well known; under the conditions investigated here, it is estimated to be ≤1 s, by analogy with the lifetimes of unstable initial OCs at the T7A1(T7A1) and λP R (λP R ) promoters ( Fig. 2A , red and black dashed lines) (1, 44) . The OC formed at the hybrid λP R (rrnB P1) promoter is also unstable under the conditions investigated here.
Based on this analysis and the lifetime data in Fig. 2 , we propose that the T7A1(λP R ) hybrid promoter forms an OC structurally similar to that of λP R (λP R ). By contrast, promoters containing the T7A1 discriminator are structurally similar to the T7A1 WT OC, in which conformational changes within RNAP and DNA do not stabilize the OC to the same extent as λP R (λP R ) (1, 29) . We also propose that both the rrnB P1 discriminator and an additional upstream feature that distinguishes rrnB P1(rrnB P1) from T7A1(T7A1) and λP R (λP R ) may be responsible for the instability and short lifetime of its OC. A likely candidate is the difference in spacer length between the −35 and −10 regions [16 bp for rrnB P1(rrnB P1) vs.17 bp for T7A1(T7A1) and λP R (λP R )]. Changes in spacer length affect OC formation kinetics and transcription levels in vitro (45, 46) and could explain why introduction of the λP R discriminator has a similar fold effect on lifetime in the context of rrnB P1 and T7A1 but why the resulting promoter lifetime is comparable to that of λP R (λP R ) only in the context of T7A1.
Structural analysis revealed that the strands of a six-base discriminator are bound without scrunching and that the additional bases of longer discriminators are accommodated by prescrunching of the discriminator so that interactions of the −10 region are the same for promoters with different discriminator lengths (47) . Hence positions −12 to −8 of promoters with the T7A1 discriminator are expected to be positioned in the upstream cleft similarly to positions −11 to −7 of promoters with the λP R discriminator. This expectation is confirmed by the permanganate reactivity data of SI Appendix, Fig. S3 that show complete protection of −7T and −10T on the nontemplate strand of promoters with the λP R discriminator and protection of −8T and −11T of the nontemplate strand of promoters with the T7A1 discriminators. The relative reactivity, and therefore the accessibility of the template-strand +1 T is similar for all six promoters, providing further indication that the template strand is similarly positioned in the active site for transcription. Hence there is prescrunching of one base of the seven-base T7A1 discriminator region in the OC.
Subpopulations of Productive and Abortive Initiation Complexes.
Although all OCs initiate RNA synthesis, only 30-50% these OCs go on to escape and make a full-length RNA. Almost all full-length RNA synthesis occurs in the initial phase of initiation. The 50-70% of complexes that stall in the initial phase make short RNAs ranging in size from 3-mer to 7-mer or 10-mer, depending on their discriminator. Why different initiating complexes stall at different RNA lengths is unclear. What is clear is that this subpopulation of stalled initiating complexes is unable to elongate and escape. Even after the release of the initially synthesized RNA, these complexes do not recover the ability to initiate synthesis productively. Instead they somehow are programmed to make only short RNA.
Previous ensemble and recent single-molecule studies of transcription initiation at the λP R , T7A1, and lacUV5 promoters also observed multiple subpopulations of initiating complexes (Fig. 1, mechanism 2) (10, 12, 14, 24, 25, 48, 49) . The subpopulation that stalls after producing a short RNA and that cannot elongate the RNA and escape was originally termed "moribund" (25, 50) .
Moribund complexes are not the result of RNAP heterogeneity (i.e., active vs. inactive). OCs prepared using RNAP purified from productive complexes gave a similar distribution of productively initiating and moribund complexes according to mechanism 2 (25) . This finding indicates that the heterogeneity in initiation is a property of the OC or ITC and not of the RNAP itself.
Taken together, these results and ours reported here show that abortive synthesis is not in any sense a precursor to promoter escape but rather is the consequence of a subpopulation of initiating complexes that are unable to elongate further and escape. This conclusion is obscured in assays in which long RNA synthesis occurs in multiple rounds, because such multiround assays cannot distinguish between mechanisms 1 and 2. Our findings support initiation mechanism 2, in which different subpopulations of OCs are responsible for synthesis of full-length and abortive RNA, and are inconsistent with mechanism 1. The factors that dictate which OCs can transcribe productively and which cannot are unknown. For the promoters and conditions investigated here, only a small number of cycles (fewer than three) of abortive initiation per promoter are observed in a 480-s assay.
Hybrid Length for Promoter Escape and Its Correlation with OC
Lifetime. Escape of RNAP from the T7A1 promoter with its natural discriminator and ITR was found to occur in the step in which the RNA is elongated from 7 to 8 nt (12, 13) , and a 7-mer RNA is the longest short RNA synthesized from this WT T7A1 promoter (19) . We find that the distribution of short RNAs ends with the 7-mer for both promoters with the T7A1 discriminator [T7A1(T7A1) and λP R (T7A1)] in both phases of initiation of RNA synthesis.
Escape of RNAP from the WT λP R promoter with its own discriminator and ITR (and also WT lacUV5) was found to occur at a hybrid length between 8 and 14 nt (13, 15) . Consistent with this observation, we find that the distribution of short RNAs extends to 8-mers and 10-mers for both promoters with the λP R discriminator [λP R (λP R ) and T7A1(λP R )] in both phases of initiation of RNA synthesis. In multiround assays with the WT λP R promoter the length distribution of short RNAs also ends at 8-mer and 10-mer (19) . Particularly in the slow phase, when little additional promoter escape occurs, these RNAs cannot be intermediates in the synthesis of full-length RNA. Their presence indicates that RNAs of these lengths can be synthesized without triggering promoter escape.
The endpoint of the short RNA distribution is the most significant difference between the initiation patterns of the OCs of promoters with T7A1 and λP R discriminators. For these promoter Table S6 ) and are expressed as the number of RNAs synthesized per nonproductive promoter OC per 1,000 s. Color-coding is the same as in Fig. 4. variants, the discriminator, and not the upstream promoter sequence, determines the RNA hybrid length for escape of RNAP. The discriminator region also determines the OC lifetime (1/k d ; see above). For the promoters studied, the hybrid length for promoter escape increases with increasing OC lifetime ( Fig. 6 ; also see SI Appendix, Table S7 ) (51) . A quantitative interpretation of this result in terms of scrunching is provided in the following section.
Scrunching Free Energy Offsets OC Stability at the Escape Point.
Scrunching (compacting) of regions of the open strands and other stresses develop as the length of the RNA-DNA hybrid grows after initiation. These stresses allow the ITC to store some of the excess free energy [−3 kcal/mol (39)] of hydrolysis of the high-energy NTP phosphate bond and PP i release not expended in RNA synthesis. Here, we test the proposal that scrunching and other stresses reduce the stability of the ITC relative to the OC and thereby generate the driving force for promoter escape (5, 6) .
The stability of the binary OC is quantified by the standard freeenergy change for forming it from reactants (R, P): Modeling scrunching as uniform bending of elastic rods (SI Appendix, Fig. S8 ) and applying elastic deformation analysis (SI Appendix, Free Energy Analysis of Scrunching of the Open Strands of Promoter DNA), we find that the free-energy change from scrunching the single-stranded regions of the template strand (discriminator region) and nontemplate strand (discriminator region and downstream region) is a linear function of the RNA-DNA hybrid length (N H , expressed in base pairs). At 37°C, for a representative value of the stiffness of the open strands (persistence length of 14 Å, in the accepted range for ssDNA) and an axial distance between ssDNA residues of 4 Å (also in the accepted range and consistent with structural information for transcription initiation complexes), we predict G o scr = 1.0 N H (in kilocalories per mole). Given the different escape points for λP R and T7A1 at hybrid lengths of 11 bp and 8 bp, respectively, the difference in scrunching free energies at the different escape points would be ΔG o scr,ESC = 1.0ΔN H , ESC = 3 kcal/mol, which would quantitatively compensate the stability difference between the binary OCs, ΔΔG o R+P→OC = 2.9 kcal/mol. Scrunching of the strands in the conversion of the binary OC to the ITC at the point of escape therefore is capable of offsetting the stability of the initial OC and driving escape. Fig. 6 shows our quantitative proposal for how scrunching reduces initial OC stability and drives promoter escape. At the different escape points, scrunching has reduced the originally different binary OC stabilities of λP R and T7A1 to a common value of −7.2 to −7.3 kcal/mol.
From this analysis, we propose that RNA-DNA hybrid lengths at escape (N H,ESC ) can be predicted for other promoters from the stability of their binary OCs. Only a few test cases are available. For example, the stability of the lacUV5 OC (SI Appendix, Table S7 ) is found to be between that of λP R and T7A1. Hence we predict that N H,ESC, should be between 11 bp and 8 bp. Reported values are 9-10 bp (15) . For a heteroduplex variant of the lac promoter, for which ΔG o R+P→OC must be much larger in magnitude, the point of escape appears to be shifted to a substantially larger RNA-DNA hybrid length (10) , as expected from the above analysis.
The situation for the rrnB P1 promoter is interesting. On linear DNA at 37°C, the binary rrnB P1 OC is short-lived and unstable, and productive initiation occurs without abortive synthesis (47) . Qualitatively, comparison of this initiation behavior with that observed for stable OCs formed at the λP R , T7A1, and lacUV5 promoters and variants leads us to propose that promoter escape occurs at a short RNA-DNA hybrid length. Quantitative analysis supports this proposal; the estimated stability of the rrnB P1 OC (−8.2 ± 1 kcal/mol) is ∼8 kcal/mol less than that of λP R , resulting in a predicted N H,ESC of 3 ± 1 bp. The lack of abortive synthesis of a 3-mer at rrnB P1 supports the proposal that escape occurs in the initial translocation step (Fig. 6) , which reduces the stability of the initiating complex to approximately −7.2 kcal/mol by the scrunching that occurs in this step, as shown in Fig. 6 .
In Vivo Implications of OC Lifetime: Abortive RNA Lengths. Why have promoter OCs evolved to have a 10 5 -fold range of lifetimes? The thermodynamic instability and very short lifetime of the ribosomal rrnB P1 promoter OCs (at the lower end of this range of lifetimes) are the key to its regulation by initiating nucleotides, ppGpp, and DksA (3). These factors act on the unstable OCs, subsequent to initial binding and formation of the initial closed complex. Mutations in this promoter that increase its lifetime largely eliminate this regulation (3). Other rRNA and tRNA promoter OCs also are unstable and are regulated by the same ligands as rrnB P1 (52) (53) (54) . Presumably, initiation from these OCs also proceeds without abortive RNA synthesis. These regulatory mechanisms appear to be applicable only with short-lived, unstable OCs (3).
The very large differences in lifetime between different stable OCs, illustrated here by T7A1 and λP R discriminator variants, could in principle have evolved to regulate initiation directly by regulating the escape rate. This does not appear to be the case; escape from all these promoters occurs similarly rapidly (<10 s). Instead, we find that the primary difference between promoter OCs with very different lifetimes is in the range of the lengths of the abortive RNAs produced by the fraction of nonproductive ITC at the promoter. It is possible that late-acting E. coli regulatory factors analogous to bacteriophage T7gp2 (55, 56) exist that interact selectively with the different downstream structures of OCs with different lifetimes (1, 29) to regulate initiation, but none have been discovered. We therefore propose that the longer abortive RNAs produced by long-lived, stable promoter OCs play regulatory roles.
Very short RNA oligomers (2-mers to 4-mers) replace the initiating NTP, serve as primers of RNA synthesis, and play regulatory roles in vivo, shifting expression levels from promoters as much as 40-fold in either direction (57, 58) . Longer oligomers also are capable of participating in initiation (e.g., an 8-mer DNA complementary to the template-strand discriminator region with an RNA base and triphosphate at the downstream end) (59) . Length distributions and relative amounts of longer RNA oligomers produced in abortive initiation are promoter-specific, and relative amounts differ in the pre-steady-state and steady-state phases, as shown here (Figs. 4 and  5) . These longer abortive RNAs may serve to communicate with other long-lived promoter OCs and ITCs. In vitro initiation kinetics and in vivo GFP expression studies using these and other promoter/ discriminator combinations are in progress to test this hypothesis.
Materials and Methods
Reagents and General Procedures. Reagents and solvents used in preparing buffers were the highest grade available and were used as received. dNTPs and NTPs (Thermo Fisher Scientific) used in PCR and transcription reactions were 99% pure and were used as received. All enzymes used in PCR reactions were purchased from New England Biolabs and were used according to the manufacturer's protocols. All buffers and reagents were made using 18 MΩ water purified using an ultrafiltration system and filtered before use. Stocks of heparin (50 mg/mL), DTT (0.1 M), and BSA (50 mg/mL) were filtered and stored at −20°C before use. Buffers and solutions used in filter-binding assays and permanganate footprinting are the same as used previously (SI Appendix) (1, 29) . The transcription buffer (TB) was 40 mM Tris base (pH 8.0), 5 mM MgCl 2 , 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mg/mL BSA, and 60 mM KCl. The initiation solution (IS) for transcription assays was 1 mM GTP, 1 mM ATP, 200 μM UTP, 7 μCi α-32 P-UTP (87.5 nM), and 0.25 mg/mL heparin in TB. The quench solution (QS) for transcription assays was 8 M urea, 0.015 M EDTA, 0.05% (wt/vol) xylene cyanol, and 0.05% (wt/vol) bromophenol blue in Tris/borate/EDTA buffer and was diluted 1:1 with the sample during quenching.
Overexpression and Purification of RNAP. Overexpression and purification of RNA polymerase core enzyme was performed as previously described using E. coli BL21(DE3) transformed with pVS10 (30) . Activities of different purified stocks of RNAP in OC formation [determined by filter binding (31) ] ranged from 50 to 90%; all concentrations reported here are active concentrations.
Preparation of Promoter DNAs. WT and variant promoter DNA templates were prepared by annealing two oligonucleotides with a 13-bp overlap filled in using Taq polymerase. The resulting template was extended with short primers (HTOP and HBOT) and was amplified by PCR to prepare ∼124-bp promoter fragments (extending from approximately −82 to +42). Sequences of the key regions of promoter fragments are given in Table 1 , and the sequences of primers and templates used in this study are given in SI Appendix, Table S1 . For filterbinding assays and permanganate footprinting experiments, HTOP or HBOT was kinase-labeled using T4 polynucleotide kinase and γ-[ Nitrocellulose Filter-Binding Dissociation Assays. Dissociation kinetic assays were performed as previously described (29, 33) . RNAP-promoter OCs were formed by incubating 2-6 nM RNAP for 1 h in binding buffer (BB) (see SI Appendix, General Procedures for composition) at 37°C with γ-32 P-radiolabeled promoter DNA (∼36,000 cpm). Irreversible dissociation was initiated by the addition of a 10-fold molar excess of a rapid-and tight-binding, unlabeled λP R promotor variant (λP R + UP) (29) . Samples were filtered over nitrocellulose filters on a vacuum manifold, rinsed with wash buffer, and quantified using a Packard 1600TR Liquid Scintillation Counter. All filter-binding data were collected in triplicate and averaged.
Permanganate Footprinting. OCs were formed by incubating 10-50 nM RNAP with enough radiolabeled promoter DNA to yield 70,000 counts (∼1 nM) for 1 h at 37°C. Samples were challenged with 20 μg/mL heparin, reacted with 0.4 mM KMnO 4 for 10 s, and quenched in a solution containing 1 M β-mercaptoethanol and 7.5 M NH 4 OAc (34). Promoter DNA was cleaved at sites of MnO 4 − reaction with 1 M piperidine for 30 min at 90°C, and fragments were separated on an 8% acrylamide gel with negative control and (A + G) sequencing lanes (34) (35) (36) . MnO 4 − gels were imaged and analyzed using a GE Typhoon FLA 9000 phosphorimager and GE ImageQuant software.
Single-Round Transcription Assays. Promoter DNAs (10 nM final concentration) with the engineered λP R ITR (see SI Appendix, Table S1 for sequences) were incubated with a twofold excess of active RNAP for 1 h at 37°C to form OCs. Transcription was initiated by the addition of IS to obtain final concentrations of 200 μM ATP and GTP, 10 μM UTP, plus 17.5 nM α-32 P-UTP. Samples were quenched at the desired time points (10-480 s) with 15 mM EDTA loading dye containing 8 M urea, xylene cyanol, and bromophenol blue and were run on a 20% polyacrylamide gel to separate RNA products. Phosphorimaging screens were exposed to the gel for 18 h and then were imaged.
To quantify the mole amount of RNA in a gel band for each time point in an initiation experiment, a standard line with a concentration series of α-32 P-UTP was run briefly on a 20% polyacrylamide gel and imaged. Areas of α-32 P-UTP standard bands were determined with GE ImageQuant software and were plotted vs. the number of moles of α-32 P-UTP loaded. The resulting linear calibration was used to obtain the mole amount of α-32 P-UTP in each short and long RNA transcript from its gel band area. To calculate the mole amount of each RNA transcript, each mole amount was divided by the probability of incorporating an α-32 P-UTP at each transcript length. Probabilities of α-32 P-UTP incorporation were calculated using a binomial density function for transcripts containing one or more α-32 P-UTP sites. The total moles of RNA in a gel band were divided by the volume loaded to obtain the RNA concentration in nanomoles, multiplied by the quench dye dilution factor, and divided by the OC concentration (10 nM) to obtain the number of RNA molecules synthesized per OC (RNA/OC) at that time. Plots of RNA/OC vs. time (as in SI Appendix, Fig. S6 ) were fitted linearly. Intercepts and slopes from two to four independent experiments were averaged to use in further analyses. The calibration curve, linear fit, and calculations are given in the figures, tables, and text of the SI Appendix. Steady-state rates of short RNA synthesis in the slow phase of initiation obtained from the slopes of these plots (RNA per OC per second) were renormalized by dividing by the fraction of OCs engaged in abortive initiation. These normalization fractions [5.7 nM λP R (λP R ), 5.5 nM T7A1(λP R ), 6.7 nM T7A1(T7A1), and 6.9 nM λP R (T7A1)] were obtained for each promoter/discriminator complex from the fraction of OCs that made a long RNA in the initial phase (see Fig. 4B and SI Appendix, Table S6 ).
